
“Insightful, surprising, transformative ideas relevant to any business leader” Julian Marsh, Partner, EY 

“Reconnected me with my own leadership philosophy to leverage my influence in a an authentic and genuine way” Fraser Bowen, Head of
International Investment, Jones Lang LaSalle

 
“Deborah’s talk was absolutely brilliant! One of the best I’ve ever seen. A really wonderful story, great insight into leadership and very well presented.”
David Horne, CFO, Dent Global

“What a fantastic keynote! Absolutely masterful.” Jan Bowen Nielsen, CEO, Quiver Management Consulting

The world has changed beyond all recognition and so too have

the requirements of leadership. In this increasingly virtual working

environment, you need to be so much more influential, aware and

authentic than you would in the past. To succeed, you need to

able to build trusted relationships with your clients and create

powerful partnerships with your colleagues, while enhancing your

profile and reputation in the marketplace with honesty and

transparency.

A cool distanced veneer simply doesn’t cut it any more: you need

to show your humanity. The years of conforming, adapting and

fitting into narrow ideas of leadership are gone; employees now

expect their leaders to know and express who they are in a more

multi-dimensional way, which in turn encourages others to do the

same. It’s now part of your job to nurture a richer diversity of

thinking styles in those you lead and influence. To do this, you

need personal presence, emotional intelligence and

communication excellence. By sharing your stories, struggles and

successes, you will ignite the spark in others, and foster greater

honesty and transparency in the workplace. This is how successful

leaders transform the world around them and leave a legacy that

lasts.

Book Deborah for your next event
Deborah@DeborahHenley.com    •    +44 (0) 7775 524971    •   www.DeborahHenley.com

BIO
Deborah Henley is a leadership communication expert who’s worked

with senior execs from Accenture, Santander and Cisco to the Royal

Society, the MOD and the AWE (Atomic Weapons Establishment). She

was shortlisted in the 2019 Business Book Awards for ‘Your

Leadership Story’, and combines her professional background in

clinical and business psychology, neurolinguistics, and hypnotherapy

with her many extraordinary life experiences: sailing the world’s

oceans, being held at gunpoint in Peru, working behind the cameras

at Pinewood and Shepperton Studios to and leading training around

the world to help leaders to become extraordinary.

And other customized talks & workshops.

real leadership

Spark of Genius: transforming adversity into advancement
Finding the spark to light the way through change, challenge and

adversity to supercharged success.

The genius of the genuine you
Using empowering narratives to connect, engage and move people to

action.

REAL leadership in an unreal world
Results-oriented, emotionally intelligent, authentic, legacy-leaving

leadership in a world of virtual connection, fake news and curated

facades.

testimonials

TALKS & TOPICS
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